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Business performance measurement has come top of the Finance and
Management Faculty’s technical needs survey for the past two years. It is an
area which is not only a core part of the finance professional’s role – but also
one which, when done well, can inform and shape business performance. It is
often said that ‘what gets measured gets managed’ and ‘what gets measured
gets valued’ and on the whole this is true.

But poorly thought-out measures can cause dysfunctional behaviours. And
an insufficient range of measures can provide management with a seriously
limited view of business performance. This is where the balanced scorecard
(BSc) can prove to be a valuable management tool.

We first published a good practice guideline on this subject back in 1999.*
This report mainly focused on designing your measurement tool. Following a
popular event in July 2011 on the topic of successful implementation, we
invited our speaker, Kevin Bounds, one of the original report’s co-authors, to
update this guidance. The new report discusses how to ensure success, the
technology available to support the tool and how to incorporate your
business’ strategic objectives into your BSc. In addition it provides an in-depth
case study on implementation. It is a wide-ranging overview in which the
theoretical aspects are fully supported with practical experience.

Bounds has also interviewed Lawrence Churchill CBE, chairman of NEST
and previously CEO of a number of large insurance companies. Churchill’s
comments are both insightful and challenging for accountants. 

In this report Bounds points out that communication skills are key when
setting up and rolling out BSc implementation. If this is an area that you
would like more guidance on then look out for a future special report on this
topic in early 2012.

Following the launch of this report we would like to invite you to join in a
discussion on all aspects of the balanced scorecard via our LinkedIn group:
ICAEW Finance & Management Faculty. Our author will be happy to answer
any questions you have. More information on how to join in the debate will
follow in October’s electronic newsletter.

EMMA RIDDELL

*’The balanced scorecard’, Good Practice Guideline 25, June 1999. Authors:
Kevin Bounds, Lois Bentley and Judith Shackleton.
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INTRODUCTION

WHY THIS REPORT?
This section summarises the background to this report and explains the need for
updated guidance on the topic.

Business has indeed changed enormously over the
last 12 years with Enron, Sarbanes Oxley, the credit
crunch and the emergence of technology as a driving
force for change all resulting in additional pressures
on business and requiring both strategic change and
better micro profit management to survive. 

Successful companies have embraced the balanced
scorecard as the key tool in aligning around strategy
and in aligning all parts of the organisation around
common goals. However, there are many cases where
success has been elusive and these are generally
down to failure to address the five success criteria
outlined later in this report. 

Success requires good design, effective
implementation, trained analysts and a pragmatic
approach – plus good luck! Later in this report I set
out the practical steps that will help you maximize
your chances of success. 

The Good Practice Guideline on which this report is
based was published 12 years ago. Bill Gates famously
wrote around that time that businesses would change
more in the next 10 years than in the previous 50
years so we can expect significant change to have
occurred since the original publication. Even in 1999
the balanced scorecard (BSc) was becoming a well
known and accepted management tool and its rate of
adoption has increased so that in leading companies
its use is almost de rigueur.

However not all companies have reaped the
potential benefits it can bring and so in November
2010 I wrote an article for the faculty, published in
Finance & Management, entitled ‘The balanced
scorecard – why do so many implementations fail?’
This was followed by a breakfast seminar at ICAEW
where the audience took part in a live poll, the results
of which are included later in this report (see page 8). 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kevin Bounds works as an independent consultant specialising in performance
management and finance transformation. He has worked both as a finance director
and as a senior consultant, predominantly in financial services, and is passionate
about the impact finance can have on corporate performance by leading the
implementation of effective performance management systems. 
k.bounds@btinternet.com

We would like to thank Lois Bentley of Bridges Freelance Ltd and Yorkshire and the
Humber PCT Collaborative for her work co-authoring the original Good Practice
Guideline on the balanced scorecard, upon which this report is based.
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In the past, most companies relied on key financial
measures such as ‘profit’ or ‘return on capital employed’
to show how well they were performing. However these
measures have a number of drawbacks, particularly in the
fast moving business world of today.

The Harvard Business School professor Robert Kaplan
and international consultant David Norton, who are
widely acknowledged as the creators of the ‘balanced
scorecard’ (see ‘The work of Kaplan and Norton’ on page
23), used the analogy of a pilot to explain the situation.
Rather than focusing on just one measure, a pilot uses a
number of key indicators to help fly the plane. The pilot
uses skill and judgement to interpret the readings and
interrelationships of the individual measures.

In the same way, managing a company successfully
requires knowledge of a number of different factors; but,
more than this, it requires a clear understanding of the
links and interrelationships between these factors. The
balanced scorecard aims not only to provide a convenient
framework to create a good measurement system but
also to create a good management system.

At this point many readers will be saying ‘but we
already have a balanced system’. However, implementing
the balanced scorecard is more than just creating an ad-
hoc collection of financial and non-financial measures. As
explained here, it is the product of a fundamental change
in the management system for most companies.

Traditional performance measurement systems
Currently most companies rely mainly on financial
measures such as profitability, cash flow and measures of
value added, such as economic value added (EVA), to
monitor their performance. While these are extremely
important – as the aim of all companies is to succeed
financially – their main drawback is that they are historical
measures. Their principal role is to measure how well the
company has performed in the past and as such they will
not necessarily give an indication of future performance.
Even where non-financial measures are used, they are
usually confined to a lower operational level, with
financial measures used by more senior management.

The idea behind the balanced scorecard is that the
company should focus on a mixture of key measures –
financial and non-financial. In addition, these measures
should be ‘cascaded’ down the organisation to
appropriate levels, so that they can be used as daily
performance measures by operational managers. Each
level in the organisation should understand the measures,
how they relate to the overall strategy and, most
importantly, should use them to change the way they
work. If necessary, the measures should be altered to
reflect the changing business or new information about
the interrelationships between them discovered as a result
of working with the balanced scorecard.

The power of effective presentation should not be
underestimated – the balanced scorecard lends itself to a

number of graphical presentations which can paint a
colourful and easily digestible view of the company’s
performance.

In short, the balanced scorecard is more than a new
measurement system, it is also a new management
system. Its use will be severely limited unless the whole
organisation embraces this new way of managing.

Why do we need to change?

Business is changing
The world of business is changing rapidly. Everything
moves faster and our culture is based increasingly on
both high quality service and 24/7 availability. Customers’
expectations are higher. In the past it was sufficient to
make a good quality product efficiently, but now
customers are driving the production process.

Measures such as return on capital employed were
historically important – in a slow-moving industrial
company they were ideal for measuring the effectiveness
of the organisation. However today such measures have a
number of drawbacks, as follows:
• organisations are consisting more and more of

intangible assets, such as people and knowledge;
• traditional measures focus on only one aspect of the

effectiveness of the company;
• the item being measured may not actually drive the

long-term success of the company;
• they don’t energise or align the entire organisation; and
• there is no link between actions and their results.

Measuring the internal efficiency of processes has its uses;
however it does not answer the question ‘Is this the best
process?’ The balanced scorecard answers these questions
by:
• looking at the business from four distinct perspectives

(see the following section for more detail on these four
perspectives);

• linking the measures together;
• establishing the links between the outcomes (ie,

measures of the company’s historic success) and the
drivers (which will create value for the company in the
future);

• creating an open culture where employees are
empowered to try new practices and understand the
relationship between their actions and the success or
failure of the company; and

• not being set in stone, creating a climate where it is
constantly reviewed and improved.

BACKGROUND

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
How was the balanced scorecard first introduced, and how has it changed?
This section outlines the history of performance measurement.

‘Measuring the internal efficiency of processes
has its uses; however it does not answer the
question “Is this the best process?”’
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METHOD

WHAT IS THE BALANCED SCORECARD?
This part explains the balanced scorecard method of measurement in full, including the
various perspectives that its measurement covers. 

The balanced scorecard is an innovative type of
measurement system. It is perhaps best known as a
system that covers all the areas of a business’s
performance as opposed to more traditional
measures which focus on just one or two key (usually
financial) measures.

It is also an innovative type of management system.
Its success lies in the implementation. Many
organisations have used it as a powerful change agent. 

Four perspectives
The balanced business scorecard was developed to
provide a convenient framework for measuring all
aspects of the organisation’s performance. 

The scorecard is designed to assess performance
from a number of perspectives. Usually the scorecard
is divided into four parts; Kaplan and Norton’s
original article stated that it should provide the
answers to four basic questions:
1. customer perspective: how do our customers see us?
2. internal business perspective: what must we excel

at?

3. innovation and learning perspective: how can we
continue to improve and create value? and

4. financial perspective: how do we look to our
shareholders?

Although each measure generally sits in only one of
these categories, the measures are designed to be
linked and to illustrate cause and effect (see below
left). For most businesses these four perspectives are
sufficient. But some businesses may have some other
factor that is so fundamental to the business that it is
important to set up another heading for this. For
example a heavily regulated company such as a utility
company may include an extra heading for
‘regulatory perspective’. Some of the insurance
companies I have worked with rely on third party
distributions so have added a sales perspective and
ended with five sections of the scorecard.  

Additionally, as described later, it is often more
effective to use existing strategic themes or
perspectives so that the implementation of the
scorecard is seen as the natural next step in strategy
deployment rather than a separate exercise. The
second case study included in this report (page 20)
gives an example of a scorecard that was themed
around existing strategic imperatives. 

Box 1  LEAD AND LAG INDICATORS  

Outcomes:
• Reflect actions
• Historic
• Lag indicators
• Measure success in

fulfilling performance
drivers

Performance drivers:
• Actions which lead to

fulfilling objectives
• Future
• Lead indicators

Figure 1  THE BSC LINKS PERFORMANCE MEASURES

In the examples of measures for each of the four
categories on pages 5 and 6 (customer, internal
business, innovation and learning and financial) the
following key is used to illustrate where they are
chiefly lagging or leading indicators:
L = leading
La = lagging 

How do customers see us?

Can we continue to
improve and create value?

What must we excel at?

How do we look to shareholders?

MEASURES

GOALS MEASURES

CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE

INNOVATION AND
LEARNING PERSPECTIVE

GOALS

GOALS MEASURES

GOALS MEASURES

INTERNAL BUSINESS
PERSPECTIVE

FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE

Source: Robert S Kaplan and David P Norton, ‘The balanced scorecard’, Harvard
Business Review (January-February 1992)
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The actual measures

Outcomes and performance drivers
Within each of the four categories, performance
measures that sum up the strategy need to be
defined. 

There should be a balance between outcomes,
which show the results of past actions (lag indicators)
and performance drivers, which hopefully drive future
performance (lead indicators) (see Box 1, previous
page). The word ‘hopefully’ has been used because
the balanced scorecard is not a panacea, rather it is a
structured way of testing hypotheses and
interrelationships between actions and results.

The four perspectives explained

1. Customer perspective
One of the most important keys to creating value is
to satisfy customers. It is essential to focus on what
the customers want, rather than producing or doing
something well that no one wants. Retaining existing
customers is much less expensive than acquiring new
ones so identifying and promoting the causes of
customer loyalty is important. 

The customer perspective can be split into
outcome measures and the value drivers. The most
important first step is to identify distinct customer
and market segments.

Customer outcome measures
• Customer satisfaction.
• Customer retention – eg, Orange mobile phones,

where customer turnover ‘churn’ is one of the
company’s most important measures.

• New customer acquisition – success rate and costs
per new customer obtained.

• Profitability (for more details in working out
customer profitability see Good Practice Guideline 23
– Activity-Based Cost Management) – in working out
customer profitability it is vitally important that the
customers are segmented into different types. For
example a confectionery supplier might segment its
market into wholesalers, cash-and-carry stores, large
retail chains, small retail chains and newsagents.

Customer performance drivers
Apart from price, customers generally put a value on
quality and reliability, and increasingly on time as an
important factor. These can be benchmarked against
competitors – eg, most petrol companies and
supermarkets will now compare competitors’ prices
on a daily basis. The aim may not necessarily be to
be the cheapest (this is part of developing a pricing
strategy), but to consistently maintain the optimum
price for the business (see Box 2, above right).

2. Internal business perspective
The development of the internal business measures
follows on naturally from the financial and customer
objectives. The approach to the internal business
perspective is one of the key differences between the
balanced scorecard and more traditional
measurement systems.

A traditional system focuses on improving the
efficiency of existing business processes. With the
balanced scorecard, the whole process value chain is
examined. This top-down approach quite often
reveals that the current processes need amending
significantly to fulfill the business objectives.

The process value chain splits the internal business
processes into three stages:
• innovation process – identifying customers’

emerging needs and creating products to satisfy
those needs;

• operations process – producing the products and
services and delivering them to the customers; and

• after-sales process – following through the needs of
the customers after the sale has been completed
(see Box 3, above).

Box 2  EXAMPLES OF CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE MEASURES

Price:
• Price charged versus

competitors – La
• Success in

maintaining price
strategy – La

Quality: 
• Defect rate – L
• Product recalls – La
• Warranty claims – La
• Industry quality

awards – L

Time:
• New product time

to market – L
• Product delivery

lead times – L

Box 3  EXAMPLES OF INTERNAL BUSINESS MEASURES

Innovation process:
• Market research

results – L
• Efficiency of research

and development –
L

• Expertise of
development staff –
L

• Number of new
products – L

Operations process:
• Cycle times – La
• Cost to produce

each product – La
• Machine down-

times – La
• Asset utilisation – La
• Control and quality

indices – L

After-sales process:
• Time and cost of

dealing with any
after-sales problems
– La

• Provision of after-
sales services such as
training, spares and
upgrades – La

‘The balanced scorecard is not a panacea, but
a structured way of testing hypotheses and
the interrelationship between actions and
results’
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3. Innovation and learning
This perspective focuses on the measures that drive
future value and develop the business. Success in this
area sets up the infrastructure for the objectives in the
other three perspectives to be achieved.

Investment in people, systems and internal
organisational processes is often overlooked, or cut
back when times are hard. There is often no obvious

link between this investment and the traditional
performance measures. The balanced scorecard
recognises the long-term nature of these investments
and their importance as value drivers for success in
the other areas.

The innovation and learning perspective is often
split into three areas:
• employees – this can be divided into employee

satisfaction, recognition/reward and staff turnover
and employee productivity;

• information and knowledge systems – the systems
that enable all people in the company to do their
jobs better; and

• internal learning systems – an infrastructure and
processes that enable everyone to learn from
failures and successes, and best practice that
supports employees and responds to needs (see
Box 4, left).

4. Financial perspective
Some exponents of non-financial measurement
systems believe that financial measures can be
abandoned completely – on the grounds that, by
focusing on the non-financial measures, the
traditional ones will come right automatically.

I do not believe that this is the case. Abandoning
financial measures destroys one of the most
important features of the balanced scorecard – the
link between actions and the ultimate financial
outcome.

The long-term financial objectives are the focus of
all the other perspectives. They should be developed
from the strategy of the company. Detailed financial
measures usually fall into one of four main categories:
• cost reduction
• asset utilisation
• growth
• risk management (see Box 5, left).

Box 5  EXAMPLES OF FINANCIAL MEASURES

Cost reduction:
• Benchmark

costs against
competitors –
La

• Unit costs of
products – La

• Fixed costs %
of sales – La

Asset
utilisation:
• ROCE for each

category of
asset – La

• Working
capital ratios –
La

• Investment %
of sales – L

• R&D % of
sales – L

Growth:
• Sales growth

rate – La
• Revenue from

new
customers – L

• Share of
customer’s
business – La

Risk
management:
• % high risk

customers – L
• Sales order

book – L
• Adequacy of

reserves – La
• Variation

between
forecast and
actual results
– La

Box 4  EXAMPLES OF INNOVATION AND LEARNING 

Employees:
• Staff turnover – La
• Results of employee

satisfaction surveys –
L

• Revenue per
employee – La

• Cultural values index
– L

Information and
knowledge:
• Availability of online

customer
information to
employees – L

• Quality of
information systems
– L

•  Quality of
communication
and knowledge
systems – L

Internal learning:
• Investment in staff

training – L
• Implementation of

staff suggestion
scheme ideas – L

‘Abandoning financial measures destroys an
essential feature of the balanced scorecard –
the link between actions and the ultimate
financial outcome’
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What makes a successful scorecard?
I have identified five success criteria for creating an
effective scorecard – based on observation and discussion
but not on rigorous academic analysis. It would be
wonderful if independent research could validate the
correctness of these criteria and I would be delighted to
contribute to any such research project – but in the
meantime I am totally convinced that applying them will
dramatically increase your chance of success and if you
don’t, your competitors will so waiting for academic
verification is not my recommended approach. 

The five success criteria of BSc implementation

1. Sponsorship/acceptance
A high-level sponsor of the BSc project is crucial –
otherwise, when it is first discussed ‘in anger’ at the board
or executive meeting, the usual tactic of ignoring the
message but attacking the messenger and casting doubt
on accuracy or validity of the measures will prevail. The
sponsor – ideally someone at CEO or CFO level – needs
to prevent this and sometimes needs coaching in how to
do so. 

2. Clarity and linkage to strategy
Most organisations already have an existing strategy and
set of strategic initiatives and the scorecard may be seen
as a competing and conflicting tool if it does not
recognise this. While there is merit in the traditional
scorecard quadrants (customer, process, organisational
development, financial results) there is no need to follow
them slavishly. 

Better acceptance is often achieved by organising the
scorecard according to existing strategic imperatives: for
example one company decided to use the first page of
the scorecard report to show key performance indicators
(KPIs) alongside the strategy map and this proved a
powerful way of communicating and then measuring
strategy. The strategy map conveyed on the left-hand
side the key strategic objectives already set by the
company and alongside were placed the KPIs used for
monitoring the success of the strategy. This demonstrated
the alignment of measures to strategy while reinforcing
the strategy itself.

PREPARATION

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
This section looks at how to achieve the best from your balanced scorecard using
five key criteria for success.

3. BSc as ‘the’ management tool
If the scorecard is to be a powerful tool, it must be the
tool for assessing and monitoring performance, not one
of a basket of tools. In practical terms, that means it has
to be the first substantive agenda item on the regular
executive committee agenda, other reports must be
referenced back to it and actions arising from discussion
of performance must be followed through and logged. 

4. Insightful analysis and skilled ‘issues management’
When the scorecard is presented, it needs to tell a story of
performance and to link KPIs together. It needs insightful
analysis and confident communication. 

Most presenters expect to be called on time and to be
given their full time allocation – yet how often are they
called upon late and asked to give the five-minute
version? Getting points across in a shorter session is much
more challenging – yet most presenters are not trained in
‘elevator pitches’ and are not experienced in delivering
their message succinctly and powerfully.

Those involved in preparing and presenting the BSc
can benefit from training in specific communication skills,
and from the opportunity to practise and hone their skills
in a safe environment. Equally it is important not to catch
executives offside – so if there are issues arising in their
patch they need to be briefed beforehand and helped to
respond rather than being put in an adversarial or
defensive position. 

5. The right balance of measures
Scorecards are often prepared by accountants and
accountants like proven, robust and well-defined
measures. Unfortunately non-financial measures are often
poorly defined, inconsistently applied and sometimes
subjective. As a result scorecards are often dominated by
financial measures – which are lagging, not leading,
indicators. An effective scorecard has a balance of
measures and recognises variability in data robustness. 

I often implement scorecards where I show a data
quality key for each KPI – green shows robust quality,
amber reasonable and red poor. By doing this and
assigning a data owner at executive level, the data quality
improves a lot quicker than if measures were excluded in
the first place! 

The assessment of data quality is often subjective in
itself but interestingly I have never had my assessments
challenged – most executives know intuitively how
reliable the data is and if presented with caveats are
prepared to engage in meaningful dialogue.

Performance management system success
Figure 2 (overleaf) shows the results of an ICAEW poll of
performance management system success.

The clear message from the data gathered is that most
performance measurement systems are not working to
full potential and that the balance of measures and

‘If the scorecard is to be powerful,
it must be the tool for assessing
and monitoring performance,
not one of a basket of tools’
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• do individual performance objectives tie into the
scorecard measures?

• does executive-level reporting stimulate debate about
priorities and balance?

• does the scorecard foster a less functional orientation
and facilitate working across silos?

• does the scorecard drive the planning and prioritisation
debates? and

• does it convey a picture of performance that feels right?

If you have answered ‘no’ to any of these questions then
maybe you need another attempt at designing and
implementing your scorecard. Ensure you address the
success criteria this time.

Success is relative – do the maths
It is a well researched fact that most major programmes
fail to deliver intended benefits. So in scorecard projects,
you should aim not for perfection but to be significantly
better than your competitors. In my projects I outline the
five success criteria and then ask the project team to score
their current position. Assume all five are equally
weighted and all score seven out of 10. What is the
overall score? 

The obvious – but wrong – answer is seven out of 10.
In my world, the answer is 0.17 which is 0.75. While 0.17

linkage to strategy are key areas to address. My own
observation is that quality of analysis and communication
is also an area that is neglected, often with serious
detriment to the project. 

As accountants, who can lay claim to responsibility for
performance management, correcting these issues should
be in our gift but doing so involves getting out of the
comfort zone and improving commercial, influencing and
presentation skills. Yet these are the same areas which
repeatedly come up as the core skills needed to climb the
corporate ladder and to move from financial controller to
finance director or CFO level. 

The overall success rate of 24% is not particularly
unusual – and of course many of those who fail to get the
benefits of introducing a balanced scorecard approach
first time around, have another attempt later on, possibly
with a different CEO and or a different sponsor. Second
time around the project may not be described as a
balanced scorecard project – I have helped organisations
to implement strategic business performance reporting
on several occasions!

To see if you are in the 24% of successes, try asking the
following questions:
• are staff communications and cascades framed in

balanced scorecard terminology and measures?
• is the balanced scorecard used for board reporting?

Figure 2  ICAEW POLL OF PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SUCCESS

PERCENTAGE SCORING 7
OR HIGHER

PERCENTAGE SCORING 3
OR LOWER

SUCCESS CRITERION AVERAGE
SCORE

The measurement tool

Linkage to strategy

Senior sponsorship

Balance of measures

Quality of analysis

32%

18%

44%

15%

24%

22%

40%

24%

53%

37%

5.4

4.3

5.7

3.8

4.5

At a recent Finance and Management Faculty breakfast seminar, attendees were asked to score the success
criteria for the performance management system used in their organisation and to rate the system as a
success or not. Each success criteria was scored on a scale of zero to 10 with 10 being high. The results were
typically revealing, as can be seen in the table below. 

With the above scores it is perhaps not surprising that only 24% of attendees rated their performance
measurement system a success. The scores are fairly typical – senior sponsorship and quality of analysis scores are
a little better than normal but the attendees were accountants who are interested in further development so
probably a more enlightened group than you sometimes find (and could be potential sponsors or presenters).
With more than 60 scoring each criterion, the population is large enough for the differences across the criteria to
be meaningful. 

‘In scorecard projects, you should aim not for
perfection but to be significantly better than
your competitors’
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Figure 3   CALCULATING RELATIVE SUCCESS  
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might not be a great score, it is probably better than your
competitor’s. Now consider what happens if you score 10
out of 10 on four criteria and 0 on the other. Instead of
being a score of 0.80 the score is 0. This shows that
failure to address any one of the five criteria to a
reasonable level will kill your project. This fits with real
world experience. Figure 3 (right) illustrates this scoring.

This exercise in maths may seem trivial, but it brings
home to project teams the importance of addressing all
success criteria and often the light then dawns on why
previous attempts have failed. 

Box 5  THE SPONSORING CEO’S VIEWPOINT

Lawrence Churchill CBE is chairman of
NEST, having previously chaired the
Pensions Protection Fund. In his
corporate life, he has been chief
executive of NatWest Life and
Investments, chief executive of Zurich
Financial Services and chief executive
and Chairman of Unum plc, and used
the balanced scorecard in all three companies to drive
performance and create alignment. Lawrence gives his
perspective on the balanced scorecard to Kevin below.

Kevin Bounds: How do you see the scorecard fitting in to your
overall management system?

Lawrence Churchill: It’s an information and diagnostic tool of
the overall management system. It tells you what is working
and what isn’t. 

KB: What does it bring that financial reports don’t?
LC: It’s balanced! 

KB: How would you rank the five success criteria from your
viewpoint and experience? 

LC: I’d say that the linkage to strategy is the first acid test and
once that’s established, the key is the quality of the analysis. If
the analysis tells a story and brings new insights, then it’s easy
for me as sponsor to create the right dynamics to use the
information effectively. 

KB: Where you’ve witnessed success, what have been the key
factors?

LC: Obviously the quality of sponsorship! Beyond that, the
recognition by all that a balance of measures is necessary and
then the selection of the right measures. Creation of insight
on issues which are off track helps cement the usefulness of
the scorecard and also creates a sense of common ownership
of the issues.

KB: And causes of failure? 
LC: Not capturing the strategic drivers of performance,

management ‘puffing’ up the numbers (which is a symptom
of weak management) and not recognising that different
measures have different time cycles. 

KB: What difference did a successful scorecard make? 
LC: Firstly, it was a great confidence booster – everyone

understood strategy and their role in it. Secondly it was a
good communication tool – we could frame all corporate
messages in it and communicate in a way that all staff could
relate to. And finally it built management teamwork and
holistic ownership of performance. 

KB: And what is the role of the CFO in this? Should he be the
natural leader of the project? 

LC: Not necessarily – it depends on the culture of the
organisation and the capabilities of the individuals involved. It
could equally be the strategy director, the chief of staff or the
chief information officer. 

KB: What can the sponsor do to ensure success?
LC: The sponsor can use his experience and knowledge to make

sure the right things are measured. He can position the
scorecard as independent and authoritative and then
encourage open debate on the issues discussed. 

KB: What other comments would help ensure success? 
LC: Be aware of the dangers of creating a plethora of measures

– 30 KPIs should be enough. Think clearly about the timing
of measures – some are needed daily, some monthly and
some annually and your reporting system should
accommodate this. Also, not all measures will have
certainty so think about how you deal with uncertainty –
stochastic modelling may be appropriate but it is difficult
to present the results clearly. 

KB: Thank you for sharing your insights with us – they show the
rewards of success and give clear pointers on what needs to
be done to get there. They also show that the CFO has no
innate ownership of this area and needs to be credible and
confident to grab it.
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Much of this information exists. It is the way in which
it is used in the decision making that is different.
With the balanced scorecard in place, you can then
measure progress towards it:
• what are the four or five things we must do well to

succeed – critical success factors?
• what are our performance indicators? and
• what are our targets for this year?

Let detractors air their concerns at this stage. Find
someone with experience and the confidence that
anything can be measured and who can show how.

Output
An enhanced strategic plan that includes statements
in response to the questions above. To address the
criteria for success as discussed on page 7
(sponsorship/acceptance; clarity and linkage to
strategy; BSc as ‘the’ management tool; insightful
analysis and skilled issues management; and the right
balance of measures), there are certain actions that
need to be included in your plan. Figure 4 (below
left) is an example of linkage to strategy that assumes
limited executive involvement.

STEP 2: Determine the measurement area and who
is accountable

Actions
• Confirm the areas that will be measured based on

the enhanced strategic plan.
• Run workshops at executive level.
• Accountability matters – determine which executive

will be personally accountable for what.
• Establish which measures need to be monitored at

executive level.
• Link it to your HR processes for individual appraisal.

The balanced scorecard needs to operate at all levels
in the business. There is a cascade through each level
of the organisation. 

Generally restricting this to four levels works best,
as follows:
• Level 1 accountability – joint and several

accountability of the executive team. One executive
is responsible for bringing results to the table for
each measure. The whole team is responsible for

It’s easy to point out the reasons for failure – but far
more useful to give tips on how to ensure success.
Successful design is only part of the solution –
successful implementation and then maintenance is
also important. Below are some suggested practical
steps which need to be turned into a detailed project
plan.

STEP 1: Understand the company’s strategy

Objectives
• To produce an enhanced strategic plan.
• To really understand where the business is going.

Actions
Take the organisation’s vision and strategic plan and
ask some questions so that you build a clear and
agreed picture of the future state of the business.
Include:
• what would we be doing if the vision were real

today? 
• what will it look like when it is finished?
• what would be happening in the marketplace? and
• what would we be capable of internally?

Take some of the marketing material and ask:
• what are the key processes that need to work well

to deliver this proposition to our customers?

IMPLEMENTATION

PRACTICAL STEPS
Balanced scorecards can often fail as a result of poor planning and an impractical
approach to the measurement process. This section provides a six-step guide to
ensuring you pin down your objectives and associated actions.

Figure 4  STEP 1: COMPANY STRATEGY EXAMPLE ACTIONS

ACTIONS RESOURCES

SUCCESS CRITERION ADDRESSED: Strategic linkage

Desktop decomposition of
strategy into critical success
factors

Derivation of key performance
indictors from critical success
factors

Validation of KPIs and their
linkage to strategy

Confirm comprehensive by
checking against individual
performance targets, bonus and
Long Term Incentive Plan
schemes etc

Access to strategy documents,
strategy department and board
papers

As above plus access to
functional/business unit heads and
their support staff

Executive workshop with sponsor
briefed and with expert facilitation

Access to key information and
confidence from exec that
information is being used for valid
purposes 

‘The balanced scorecard needs to
operate at all levels in the
business’
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‘Momentum can be lost particularly if an
overly prescriptive project management
approach is being used’

Figure 5  STEP 2: MEASUREMENT AREAS EXAMPLE ACTIONS

ACTIONS RESOURCES

Define measurement areas from
steps above

Run workshops for each area to
identify detailed reporting analysis

Validate findings above

Experienced information analyst

Subject matter experts for each area,
workshop facilitator, information
providers

One-to-one meetings with executive
sponsors

SUCCESS CRITERION ADDRESSED: Balance of measures

confirming or proposing alternative actions to move
actual to target. They determine the process
whereby targets are set.

• Level 2 accountability – individual executive
responsibility. They determine how individual and
team targets will be set.

• Level 3 accountability – individual
managers/supervisors agree on team measures and
targets and allocate accountability to members of
their team. Day-to-day operational targets are
covered here.

• Level 4 accountability – individual objectives and
targets are linked to, and derived from, the
balanced scorecard.

Outputs
• Ideas successfully communicated throughout the

organisation.
• Measures allocated to individual executives.
• An approach to individual performance appraisal

that is agreed with your HR professionals.

Your detailed project plan will need to include steps
such as those given in Figure 5 (above right).

STEP 3: Establish how you will capture the data
and record the measures

Actions
• From the KPI list, identify source data requirements. 
• Define data attributes and match vs requirements.
• Initial view on data quality.
• Develop the IT system to enable you to get the job

done.
• Develop the existing system as little as possible in

the early stages; our experience is that starting with
the systems you have is usually adequate.

• Use risk and opportunity analysis to decide where
to invest in IT for improved measurement.

Outputs
• Business requirements definition – what is to be

produced from the systems that will gather the
data for each measure, whether manual or enabled
by technology?

• Implementation plan and team.

This is an area of the project where the numbers
involved increase and issues of data availability and
quality emerge. It is easy to get bogged down and
disheartened and, if no external resource is being
used, momentum can be lost, particularly if an overly
prescriptive project management approach is being
used. 

The steps in the project plan given in Figure 6
(above right) can help.

Figure 6  STEP 3: CAPTURE/RECORD DATA EXAMPLE ACTIONS

ACTIONS RESOURCES

Identify all data providers

Workshop to brief data providers
on project, timescales and
requirements

Provide data templates

Proof of production run: tests
report production processes in
live environment

Experienced information analysts

Project leader and facilitator

Someone with one – don’t waste
time reinventing them 

All data providers

SUCCESS CRITERION ADDRESSED: The management tool

STEP 4: Decide how you will report

Actions
• Collect together the output of existing transactions

and new simple data collection systems.
• This report should be short and summarise the key

points on one page.
• Design overall pack – will need supporting pages.
• Design commentary and issue identification process.
• There are specialist software packages available for

balanced scorecard reporting, but for more simple
systems an Excel spreadsheet will probably suffice.

• Train presenters in communication skills.

Outputs
• Reporting cycle agreed.
• Time, place and agenda for meetings at each level.
• Confident, skilled presenters.
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message is: use the insights, improve performance,
challenge but don’t kill the messenger. 

The steps given in Figure 8 (opposite) need to be
included in the project plan.

STEP 6: Review and improve it

Actions
The huge benefit of the balanced scorecard over
financial reporting is that the format of the balanced
scorecard is not set. The power is in the debate
rather than the measure. Build the organisation’s skill
by asking the following:
• what actions do we need to take to improve this

measure?
• is this measure the most appropriate to move us to

our goals? and
• are we talking about the things that matter?

Outputs
• People in place who ‘own’ the production of and

improvement to the balanced scorecard.
• A board-level sponsor for its ongoing management.
• A continually developing scorecard.

Typically there will be a roll-out process once a high-
level scorecard is successfully implemented.
Additionally there will be an ongoing series of
activities to improve data availability and quality. And
of course, getting meaningful information,
professionally presented and aligned to strategy will
in itself generate change and so the measurement
system itself will need to adapt to accommodate that
change. 

Often the scorecard pack will have a feedback
sheet at the end but in practice a periodic meeting
with each executive is sufficient to identify the
improvements they would like to see and their
comfort level with how the performance of their area
is being represented. 

At this stage it is essential that business messages are
identified from the data and new insights brought to
the executive team. Engage them with issues not the
process. So include the actions outlined in Figure 7
(above) in your plan.

STEP 5: Change the agenda of your executive and
team meetings

Actions
• Each executive sets out:
– what he/she will achieve under each measurement

area; and
– what he/she needs from the executive team in

order to achieve this.
• From this list, each team member in turn creates

his/her contract – which should define what he/she
actually needs from colleagues in order to succeed
and what they will do in return.

Outputs
• Training for the attendees on what the balanced

scorecard is intended to do, and how to get the
best from it.

• Individual ‘contracts’ to make clear the mutual
accountability.

• Agreements on how meetings will be run so that
the emphasis is on action and improvement, not
just on reporting and information.

The sponsor’s role here is key – what is presented will
be an improvement but won’t be perfect so the

Figure 7  STEP 4: REPORTING EXAMPLE ACTIONS

ACTIONS RESOURCES

Train presenters in analysis and
communication skills

Carry out parallel run

Identify core business messages
and get supplementary
information

Dummy run

Present at executive forum

Specialist trainers

All parties

Sponsor input with project leader
plus external support

Outside reviewer

Sponsor, programme leader and key
presenter(s)

SUCCESS CRITERION ADDRESSED: Quality of analysis

‘Use the insights, improve performance,
challenge but don’t kill the messenger’
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Figure 8  STEP 5: CHANGING AGENDAS EXAMPLE ACTIONS  

ACTIONS RESOURCES

SUCCESS CRITERION ADDRESSED: Sponsorship

Agree sponsor role and behaviours

Ensure executives comfortable with commentary
and issue identification process

Change sequence of executive agenda to have
scorecard as the first major item

Present dummy run analysis to CEO

Prepare ‘crib’ sheet for major meeting

Sponsor and programme leader

Programme leader plus executives

Sponsor

Sponsor, programme leader and presenter(s)

Presenter

‘The format of the balanced scorecard is not
set: the power is in the debate rather than
the measure’
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PLANNING

TIMESCALES
Once you have become aware of the practicalities of implementation, it is essential
to devise a feasible schedule in which to carry them out. This section advises on
the length of time for each part of the balanced scorecard process.

out data gaps, carry out a software selection review and
plan for further roll outs. These activities are all part of the
programme to ensure that the implementation is a
continuing success. 

During this period, it is also important to train the
business analysts in analysis and communication skills.
The ability to present the scorecard succinctly, to draw
out key business messages and to foster a collaborative
approach to addressing performance issues are all key
skills which are often lacking in technical staff. Similarly
the sponsor needs to protect the messenger, to generate
constructive discussion and to be prepared to hold
executives accountable for delivery on key remedial
actions. Coaching and external support are often helpful. 

Some people will regard this timetable as too long –
my response is that it is the quickest I can manage and
anything quicker is not likely to have addressed the
success criteria. Others will describe it as ridiculously
ambitious – my response is that, yes it is ambitious but
not ridiculously so and that a programme that fails to get
meaningful benefit within say six months is unlikely to
maintain momentum and sponsorship. Once an initial
success has been achieved roll out can be more measured
but in the initial phase you want a project team that is
energised and full of enthusiasm. Outside help is useful,
particularly early on.  

Scorecards don’t get implemented as a result of good
intentions but as a result of detailed planning and focus –
which might sound trite but emphasises that a project
plan and a project focus is required. 

The project plan, discussed in the implementation
section above, along with a risk log and milestone
reporting should be used as a key report at what will
probably be a weekly steering committee meeting. For
more details on successful project management, please
refer to Special Report 33 on project management issued
in June 2011 by the Finance and Management Faculty. 

However in formulating this plan, you need to have
high level targets in mind and there is a balance to be
struck between a professional project plan with detailed
quality checking vs a pragmatic, speedy delivery. 

My personal bias is to aim at a speedy implementation
that delivers real benefits in four months with a roll out
plan that builds in proper IT support so that the system is
maintainable. Once the benefits are obvious, investment
in securing a sounder footing is more easily obtained.
Also, prototyping requirements before committing to
complex IT developments is always a sound strategy. My
recommended timetable therefore is along the lines of
that given in Figure 9 (below). 

During the initial development period there will be a
parallel set of activities to identify key data elements, work

Figure 9  TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE BALANCED SCORECARD

ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS

• Planning, resource gathering, sponsor
commitment, analyst training

• Strategy analysis, KPI derivation,
scorecard strawman development

• Production of draft report as proof of
concept

• Production in live environment to
planned timescales, analysts trained in
communication skills

• Initial production run and presentation 

• Continuous refinement of scorecard
• Technology platform implemented
• Divisional/business unit cascade begins
• Initial staff cascades
• Further data clean up 

• Agreed project plan, committed
sponsor, executive update

• Strawman scorecard with
demonstrated strategy linkages

• Validated strawman 

• Proof of production, analysts trained,
report available to project team only

• First live scorecard 
• Agreement to discontinue other

reporting 

• A successful but evolving
implementation with evangelists
helping with roll out 

PERIOD

Month 0

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Thereafter
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information assimilation preferences.
The one general concern I have is that most BI tools

struggle to embrace commentary and it is the
commentary and how it is presented that brings the
information to life.

Display of information
Companies such as SAP, Oracle and Cognos have
invested significantly in developing software applications
that support balanced scorecard concepts. While a static
report can inform and align the executive team, the
ability to drill down into the detail and carry out your
own analysis is very powerful. In one organisation I
worked in we deployed an executive information system
(EIS) that was so successful that the marketing director
said ‘I think by using EIS!’. The screen shots below (for a
fictional business) illustrate the level of analysis you can
perform with such systems. They have been provided by
SAP but equivalent ones are available from most vendors. 

Software vendors have invested heavily in scorecard
applications and other aspects of business intelligence
(BI). However, most scorecard implementations start at
the top and are aimed at the group executive
committee or its equivalent at divisional level. In these
cases, rapid progress can be made using prototyping
techniques and initial delivery can be made using
existing BI software or Excel. 

Once the scorecard is well established and is accepted
as a key management tool, it can be put on a more
robust technology platform. If, however, the project
becomes technology driven from day one, there is a risk
that it will result in extended delivery timescales and
lose momentum and sponsorship support.

There are some innovative solutions out there – one
vendor I worked with had invested heavily in developing
software that embraced neuro-linguistic programming
(NLP) concepts to make the information easily assimilated
and it could even be tailored to an individual’s personal

BSC SOFTWARE

THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY
This part provides an overview of balanced scorecard software and the pros and
cons of its role in implementation.

Figure 10  SCREENSHOT 1

This screenshot demonstrates how strategy can be summarised. It shows how the overall objective of increasing shareholder value is
achieved by actions across all quadrants of the scorecard. There are many ways to show these linkages and software helps but simple
breakdowns of strategy can be just as effective and then shown using the graphical capabilities of standard office software.
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Figure 11  SCREENSHOT 2

Figure 12  SCREENSHOT 3

Key strategic initiatives are then derived from strategy. For example, in the chart in Figure 10, we have IP82 – Optimise purchasing and pricing to ensure
best possible margins. To deliver this, a variety of strategic initiatives are agreed and performance against them shown, as can be seen in this screenshot.

The ability to track all strategic initiatives is very powerful and contributes to strategy implementation. The success of these initiatives can then be
measured by using drill down screens like the one above which looks at purchase order error rates. These screens will help assess the impact of the
strategic initiatives as well as monitoring business-as-usual performance.
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The same information can be portrayed in static,
hard copy reports but the ability to do your own
analysis is very powerful and when implemented well,
gives a second boost to the effectiveness of the
balanced scorecard. The screens shown on the
previous two pages have multiple dropdown menus
which give the user the ability to explore and
interrogate the data to seek answers to the questions
he has at that time – and often enables the user to
identify relationships that cannot be gleaned from
static reports. Additionally, the ability to specify your
own reports and analysis can help in data cleansing

and in understanding whether exceptions are a result
of accounting anomalies (eg, budget phasing) or
genuine performance features. 

Most of the BI vendors supply equivalent tools and
many organisations have already invested in them
but are only using a fraction of their full functionality. 
Users throughout the business are increasingly IT
literate and are used to instant gratification – putting
in an information request and waiting a week or two
until some overworked accountant has time to
address it is not a recipe for satisfaction for either
party – so self-service becomes an attractive option.

‘This software gives the user the ability to
explore and interrogate the data to seek
answers to the questions he has at that time’
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CONCLUSION

SUMMARY
A reflection on the overall advantages of the balanced scorecard technique.

Successful balanced scorecard implementation brings
the following advantages:
• it mobilises the entire workforce in pursuit of

strategic objectives;
• financial measures alone do not motivate and do

not provide guidance for different choices;
• the accounting profession can be seen to welcome

change and to act as a catalyst for innovation in
business;

• historic reporting has value, but does not provide a
means to impact on future direction and strategy;

• business management needs an integrated approach;
• most accountants would prefer to be part of the

process of change rather than bystanders watching
their traditional practice wither on the vine; and

• personal experience has demonstrated that it works
and can be fun.

Good ideas badly implemented remain good ideas and
I am firmly convinced that the balanced scorecard is a
good idea! There are plenty of examples where it is
credited with producing superior performance and its
ability to generate alignment is a powerful tool in itself. 

Success is therefore dependent on successful
implementation and I hope this report has given plenty
of pragmatic advice on how to be successful. However,
there is no monopoly on good advice so please share
your experiences with me or members of the faculty’s
LinkedIn group (see the foreword to this report for
more information on how to join the LinkedIn debate).

Time for the popcorn! A recording of a five minute
interview with Kevin Bounds on the topic of
‘Performance measurement – the route to success’ is
available on the ICAEW website at
icaew.com/fmfjulyevent

In this session, Kevin Bounds explored the features of
successful performance measurement systems and
offered practical tips and guidance on how to move to
effective performance management – and shared the
criteria that help ensure success.

Slides and a copy of the presentation are also
available to view using the link given above.

WEBCAST – BALANCED SCORECARD
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EXAMPLES

CASE STUDIES
This section looks at two case studies that cover the key areas of the balanced scorecard – design
and implementation.

CASE STUDY 1: Design
This first case study on design is extracted from the
original Good Practice Guideline on the balanced
scorecard (GPG25). Although the business featured,
Leeds Life, no longer operates since its parent has
changed its business model, the guidance is still relevant.

In 1993, The Leeds Permanent Building Society
decided to ‘manufacture’ and offer its own life and
pensions products rather than remain an intermediary for
other providers. To some, this was a major diversification
whose risks and opportunities needed to be controlled by
a new approach to board reporting. The Leeds Life team
developed a balanced scorecard as the main vehicle for
board reporting as well as for management control.

The implementation was split into three main stages:
1. the goals – extracted from agreed strategy statements;
2. measurement areas – the things you will measure to

test progress towards the goal; and
3. the actual measures and targets.

The first step was to agree a set of goals. These were split
across the four balanced scorecard perspectives. Figure 13
(right) gives a selection of the goals that were set.

Each of the individual goals was then broken down into
a number of measurement areas. Figure 14 (below right)
gives examples of some of the specific measurement
areas. The best method for measuring and setting targets
was defined for each measurement area. The targets were
then established and agreed with the building society
board as part of the annual planning cycle.

Leeds Life chose to colour code each of the four
measurement areas, so that readers could easily keep
track. For the Leeds Life team, the scorecard became an
integral part of their monthly reporting cycle and was
the basis for individual executive accountability. Instead
of looking at only historic financial information, the
executive meetings now considered items such as:
• service standards
• feedback from branches
• product price benchmarks.

For Leeds Life, the main benefits from implementing
the balanced scorecard were:
• improved executive discussion and decision

making;
• transparency as to what was being managed and

why; and explaining to the board any variances to
plan, what action will be taken and why; and

• better understanding by all of how one area of the
business impacts another.

For example, the measures of new business for
branches was changed from ‘completed applications’
to applications accepted as ‘fit for purpose’ according
to criteria agreed with the third party administration
partner. Everyone was much more aware of how their

performance impacted on other areas of the business.
The balanced scorecard was used throughout the
business at all levels.

Figure 14 LEEDS LIFE MEASUREMENT AREAS

FINANCIAL

Figure 13 LEEDS LIFE GOALS

1. Growth in profit
2. Growth in financial

strength
3. Financial target
4. Top 20 player
5. Bottom quartile costs
6. Manage funding

requirements
7. Product performance

CUSTOMER

1. Preferred supplier
2. Understand, manage

and deliver products
3. Single entity
4. Custom design at

mass prices
5. Continuous

improvement in
customer relationship

INNOVATION

1. Leading edge
people/process fit

2. Staged approach to
integration

3. Leading edge
technology

4. Complementary
channels

5. Effective product
realisation

6. Competency
framework

QUALITY

1. Pool of talent
2. Process quality

focused on customers
3. Responsive product

design
4. Integration with LPBS
5. Well designed

management
processes

Source: Leeds Life
team 1994

FINANCIAL
1.1 Profit and loss

account
1.2 Embedded value
2.1 Solvency margin
2.2 Asset/liability match
3.1 Return on investment
3.2 Product profitability
3.3 New business analysis
3.4 New product post-

launch appraisal
3.5 Expense overrun/

underrun analysis
3.6 Expense analysis
4.1 Market position
4.2 Competitor position
4.3 Cross-sell ratio
4.4 Investment

performance
4.6 Sales productivity
6.1 Cashflow forecast
6.5 Project financial

appraisal

CUSTOMER

1.1 Preferred supplier
2.1 Customer feedback

analysis
2.2 Process – ‘moments

of truth’
5.2 Persistence
5.2 Customer retention
5.3 Customer complaints

and compliments
5.4 Suggestions box

QUALITY

1.1 Competency trend
analysis

1.2 Advisor productivity
1.3 Advisor growth
2.1 Adherence to service

standards
2.2 Process performance

by product
2.3 Appropriateness of

service standards
3.1 Time to launch
3.2 External perception

(expert)
4.2 Cannibalisation
5.1 Management process

health check

INNOVATION
1.1 Process innovation

effectiveness
2.1 Integration process
3.1 Realisation of IT

potential
4.1 Match to customer

needs (QFD)
4.2 Distribution staff’s

assessment
6.2 Recognition/reward Source: Leeds Life

team 1994
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CASE STUDY 2: Implementation
Implementation rather than design presents more
challenges so the following case study documents an
example where a mature company needed to
improve its performance reporting and realised very
significant benefits within a few months. 

Background 
Company A is a large UK company, part of a
worldwide group but with a complex structure and
history itself and in an industry that was going
through significant change and highly regulated. 
Company A had a headcount of c. 4,500, a cost base
of £250m and complex legacy IT platforms. The CEO
was the ex-CFO and had a voracious appetite for
detail and an ability to absorb a lot of complex
financial data. Consequently the monthly executive
committee meetings went through a huge amount of
detail from every area but didn’t end up with a clear
idea of priorities nor a holistic view of issues. 

A new finance business partner (FBP) was brought in
on an interim basis to manage the finance team and
soon identified that while there was a huge amount of
both financial and non-financial management
information (MI) presented at the monthly executive
meetings, there was no linkage to strategy, no clear
identification of the key few issues to address and, as a
result, sub-optimal decision making. 

This could clearly be an opportunity for the
introduction of a BSc, however this organisation had
previously tried to introduce one and had failed.

After two months in position, the FBP presented a
case to the executive committee for rationalising the
MI and presented a four month project plan to
deliver it, together with a list of requirements from
his executive colleagues to make it work. This
included a small budget for training and software but
also a commitment to make time available for a
limited number of executive workshops and one-to-
one sessions as well as a commitment to ensure their
teams, as data providers, supported the exercise. A
small project team was assembled and trained, and a
detailed work plan developed. 

While at this point the MI was not linked to
strategy, the company had a well developed strategy
and hence the first decision was to order the
scorecard by existing strategic imperatives as follows:
• high level corporate KPIs – financial – used to

reflect corporate goal set for country CEO; and
• overall strategy – deliver growth targets – overall

objective for CEO.

This was supported by strategic imperatives:
• build effective distribution;
• build market leading propositions;
• deliver cost efficient service;

• improve cost competitiveness; and
• create climate for success (see Figure 15, opposite).

An executive workshop was held to derive KPIs for each
strategic imperative but by working with the strategy
director, this was built into an already planned strategy
session and hence enhanced the strategy discussion
rather than being seen as a competing action. 

The project team then identified the key
information providers and commentators for the KPIs
and formed a core team of around 15. These were
invited to a two-day offsite session where:
1. the company strategy was reviewed and explained;
2. breakout groups considered each strategic

imperative and looked at the information needed
to see if it was being delivered; and

3. a training session in effective communication skills
was delivered, covering written communications as
well as influencing skills and role playing senior
level meetings. 

The core team then took these outputs and designed
the overall pack – called the ‘Strategic business
performance report’ (SBPR) to distinguish it from a
previous failed scorecard exercise. 

The wider team supported a proof of production
run which ironed out production processes and then
a parallel run was held to test out the commentary
and analysis phases. 

Finally, four months after starting the first pack was
used as the main management tool and the pack
became widely established as the way of managing
the business. What this meant was:
• it was the first substantive item on the monthly

executive agenda;
• subsequent papers/discussions referred back to it

for consistency;
• it was used as a briefing pack to explain the

business to outsiders eg, consultants, head office
visitors, regulators;

• executives didn’t travel without it; and
• it provided the starting point for other

presentations such as staff cascades.

The SBPR consisted of 30 pages, included a one-page
summary, a performance commentary, a key issues
page, a market analysis page and a self assessment
page. This was followed by sections on each of the
strategic imperatives. Whilst 30 pages is probably
excessive, it eliminated much more than that! 

A section of the front page can be seen in Figure
15, opposite. Here the original data have been
omitted to maintain confidentiality, but the enlarged
section at the bottom of the box, entitled ‘Create
climate for success’, provides an example of how it
should be populated.

‘Implementation rather than design of the
balanced scorecard presents the greater
challenge’
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‘Not all management information has to be
quantitative – self assessment brings out
fascinating insights’

Description

KPI 1 (£m)

Figure 15  COMPANY A: STRATEGIC BUSINESS PERFORMANCE REPORT

Key Performance
Indicator

Channel/
product

MONTH YEAR TO DATE (YTD) FULL YEAR

Actual FC1 Budget Variance
to FC1

3 mth
trend

Variance
to

budget
Actual FC1 Budget Variance

to FC1
Vs.

2005

Variance
to

budget

FY 
FC1

FY 
budget

FY FC1
vs.

2005

Corporate
KPIs

KPI 3 (£m)

KPI 2 (£m)

KPI 1 (£m)Deliver
growth
targets

KPI 3 (%)

KPI 2 (£m)

KPI 4 (£m)

Delivered through the strategic imperatives

KPI 1 (%)Build
effective
distribution

KPI 3 (£k)

KPI 2 (%)

KPI 1 (out of 20)Build market
leading
propositions

KPI 3 (%)

KPI 2 (£m)

KPI 1 (%)Deliver cost
efficient
service

KPI 3 (%)

KPI 2 (hours)

KPI 1 (FTE)Improve cost
competitive-
ness

KPI 3 (%)

KPI 2 (£m)

KPI 1: Annualised staff
turnover (%)

KPI 3: Cost of systems
downtime (£0,000)

KPI 2: Regretted staff
turnover (%)

–

–

–

20 18 15

50 48 46

12 15 15

11% 33%

(20%) –

(4%) (8%)

CREATE CLIMATE FOR SUCCESS

KPI 1 (£m)Create
climate for
success

KPI 3 (%)

KPI 2 (£m)

KEY: Variance to budget

= > 100% of target

= > 90% of target

= < 90% of target

Trend

Improvement

Static

Worsening

Data integrity (see p7, point 5 for 
explanation)

1

3

2

4

Trusted

Robust

Acceptable

Questionable

NOTES:

FC = Forecast

The trend shows the total
of the last three months
versus the preceding three
months

19 18 15 27 106 18 15 0

13 15 15 13 –13 15 15 –

180 192 184 2 –7 600 552 –

The original data have been omitted for
confidentiality – see the enlarged section
below, ‘Create climate for success’, which
includes illustrative data showing how to
populate each section.
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As mentioned above, we included a self assessment
page in the pack. We asked each executive to answer
three questions about each strategic imperative with a
red, amber, green (RAG) answer. The questions were:
• is the strategic initiative doing the right thing?
• is delivery being managed effectively? and
• will it deliver benefits in line with plan? 

As a result, we produced the chart in Figure 16
(above) for the first live run of the SBPR. 

This chart generated two hours of discussion,
which the strategy director described afterwards as
the best strategic discussion the team had ever had.
While purely subjective, it brought out lots of
different perceptions, contributed a more aligned and
holistic view of performance and led to some
significant changes in both strategy and tactics. 

In subsequent months, data quality improved,
additional KPIs were developed and additional
supplementary reporting was put in place while some
key business issues were resolved. 

The SBPR became an established tool and a
simplified version of it was used for staff cascades. In
response to staff demand, an article explaining the
SBPR went into the quarterly staff magazine. The
article was on page three – so prominent – and the
front cover illustrated the rear view out of a car with
the caption: ‘In perfect balance – how the finance
team is helping us to understand the business’.  

The article itself linked back to a staff survey finding
that staff wanted to know how their everyday work
linked to the strategic initiatives. The article explained
scorecard concepts in simple terms (including

explaining the rear view mirror analogy!), detailed the
development and evolution of the SBPR and outlined
its use in the business. It generated a lot of discussion
and interest across the business and also helped raise
the profile of the finance team considerably. 

It made the point that everyone working together
to common objectives is what strategy is all about and
by going to all 4,500 staff in the company it helped
deliver this. We found that information providers were
much more inclined to go the extra mile by being
associated with a project that was seen to be high
profile and to have strong executive buy-in. 

So what did the case study demonstrate?
1.   It is possible to implement a scorecard in four

months.
2.   Communication and training are vital.
3.   Using existing strategies makes it easier and more

acceptable.
4.   Effective sponsorship is essential. 
5.   Not all MI has to be quantitative – self

assessment brings out fascinating insights.
6.   It works if someone has the energy and drive to

carry people with them.
7.   It makes a substantial difference to business

performance.
8.   It’s an effective way to raise the profile of finance. 
9.   Just because introducing a balanced scorecard

has failed once, that doesn’t mean it can’t be
done in your organisation. Call it something else
and concentrate on effective implementation.

10. Success breeds success – most executive directors
wanted their own divisional SPBRs. 

Create a climate
for success

Qn 2 Qn 3

Figure 16  COMPANY A: STRATEGIC BUSINESS PERFORMANCE REPORT –  STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

Qn 1

Improve cost
competitiveness

Qn 2 Qn 3Qn 1

Build market
leading propositions

Qn 2 Qn 3Qn 1

Build effective
distribution

Qn 2 Qn 3Qn 1

Deliver growth
targets

Qn 2 Qn 3Qn 1

Deliver cost
efficient service

Qn 2 Qn 3Qn 1

Executive

Chief financial
officer

Marketing
director

IT director

Head of
strategy

Etc

Assessment key

No, have significant
concerns

Not clear

Yes, fully confident

ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

Qn 1: Are you confident that the strategic initiative is doing the right thing? 
Qn 2: Are you confident that the strategic initiative is managing its delivery effectively?
Qn 3: Are you confident that the strategic initiative will deliver benefits in line with the plan?
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APPENDIX 1: HISTORY

THE WORK OF KAPLAN AND NORTON
The balanced scorecard was the brainchild of Robert Kaplan and David Norton whose influential
work in this field has led to its adoption by many businesses all over the world.

‘What you measure is what you get. Senior executives understand that
their organisation’s measurement system strongly affects the behaviour of
managers and employees. Executives also understand that traditional
financial accounting measures like return-on-investment and earnings-per-
share can give misleading signals for continuous improvement and
innovation – activities today’s competitive environment demands. The
traditional financial performance measures worked well for the industrial
era, but they are out of step with the skills and competencies companies
are trying to master today. As managers and academic researchers have
tried to remedy the inadequacies of current performance measurement
systems, some have focused on making operational measures like cycle
time and defect rates; the financial results will follow. But managers
should not have to choose between financial and operational measures.
In observing and working with many companies, we have found that
senior executives do not rely on one set of measures to the exclusion of
the other. They realise that no single measure can provide a clear
performance target or focus attention on the critical areas of the business.
Managers want a balanced presentation of both financial and operational
measures.’

Robert S Kaplan and David Norton  
Harvard Business Review, Jan-Feb 1992

Many successful accountants recognised that you could
not manage an organisation simply by using ‘lag’
indicators and therefore created measures that
addressed the ‘lead’ indicators. In the process, they
discovered that it was far easier to communicate and
stimulate action with a focus on non-financial
measures. In 1991 Bob Eccles wrote an article in the
Harvard Business Review (HBR) entitled ‘The
performance measurement manifesto’, which provided
encouragement for those already following this path
and stimulated many others to extend the reach and
the range of non-financial performance measures.

The balanced scorecard
The birth of the balanced scorecard is widely attributed to
the article ‘The balanced scorecard’ by Robert Kaplan
and David Norton, published in the January-February
1992 edition of HBR. The article argued that
managers do not want to have to choose between
financial and operational measures; instead they want
a balanced presentation of measures that allows them
to view the company from several perspectives
simultaneously. The article summarised their studies
of 12 companies, and explained the development of
a ‘balanced scorecard’ which would give managers a
fast but comprehensive view of the business. The
scorecard was split into four sections. To create the
balanced scorecard, managers needed to translate
their company’s strategy and mission statements into
specific goals and measures. 

This article was followed in 1993 by ‘Putting the
balanced scorecard to work’, which gave examples of
how companies are using the balanced scorecard in
practice. The authors pointed out that effective
measurement must be an integral part of the
management process and argued that the balanced
scorecard was a management system that could
motivate breakthroughs in critical areas. The use of
real company examples gave a flavour of how the
balanced scorecard could be applied in different
situations. The article also included a step-by-step
guide to implementation.

The final article in the trio was published in 1996,
entitled ‘Using the balanced scorecard as a strategic
management system’. This article examined how
some companies had gone one step further and
started to use the balanced scorecard to help connect
long-term objectives with short-term actions. The
four stages of the process were defined as:
• translating the vision;
• communication and linking;
• business planning; and
• feedback and learning.

Kaplan and Norton followed up with their book The
Strategy Focused Organization in 2001. In it they

articulated five principles for building strategy-focused
organisations:
• translate the strategy to operational terms;
• align the organisation to the strategy;
• make strategy everyone’s everyday job;
• make strategy a continual process; and
• mobilise change through strong effective leadership. 

They used case studies to illustrate success stories. In
effect the book lagged behind what was happening in
practice since companies that had burning platforms used
scorecard principles to galvanise their organisation around
a survival strategy. Since 2001 there have been other
books by Kaplan and Norton developing themes around
the scorecard but these have not been as influential in
shaping opinion as their earlier works.

See the following page of this report for a list of further
reading material on the topic of the balanced scorecard,
both from Kaplan and Norton and more generally.

Robert S Kaplan is Baker Foundation Professor at
Harvard Business School. In 2006, Kaplan received the
Lifetime Contribution Award from the Management
Accounting Section of the American Accounting
Association and was admitted to the Accounting Hall
of Fame.

David Norton is an international consultant and co-
founder and director of several professional services
firms, including Palladium Group, Balanced Scorecard
Collaborative, and Renaissance Worldwide. In 2008 he
and Kaplan were voted as two of the world’s 12 most
influential thinkers by Sun Top Media’s ‘Thinkers 50’.
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APPENDIX 2: ICAEW RESOURCES

BOOKS, JOURNAL ARTICLES AND MORE

ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

Available online 24/7 for ICAEW
members at icaew.com/library. 
Use the Subject gateways tab, select
Business Management, then
Performance Management, and
finally Balanced Scorecard.
Alternatively go to
icaew.com/en/library/subject-
gateways/business-
management/performance-
management/balanced-scorecard

eBooks
Balanced scorecard diagnostics:
Maintaining maximum performance 
by P R Niven, Wiley, 2005, xvii,
206pp
ISBN: 0471681237

eJournal articles
‘Managing alliances with the
balanced scorecard’
by R S Kaplan, Harvard Business
Review, Vol.98, No.1, January-
February 2010, pp.114-120

‘Lead and manage’
by R S Kaplan, Leadership Excellence,
Vol.26, Issue 10, October 2009,
pp.7-8

‘Linking strategy to operations: Six
stages to execution’
by A Pateman, Business Performance
Management, Vol.6 Issue 4,
December 2008, pp.10-13

‘Moving strategy forward: merging
the balanced scorecard and business
intelligence’
by B Paladino and N Williams,
Business Performance Management,
Vol.6, Issue 2, June 2008, pp.12-17

‘Using the balanced scorecard as a
strategic management system’
by R S Kaplan and D P Norton,
Harvard Business Review, Vol. 85, Issue
7/8, July/August 2007, pp.150-161

OTHER RESOURCES

Books
Key performance indicators: developing,
implementing and using winning KPIs 
by D Parmenter, Wiley, 2010, xix,
299pp
ISBN: 9780470545157

Business process management and the
balanced scorecard: using processes as
strategic drivers 
by R F Smith, Wiley, 2007, x, 227pp
ISBN: 9780470047460 and
0470047461

Scorecard best practices: design,
implementation and evaluation 
by R A Lawson, Wiley, 2007, xvi,
176pp
ISBN: 9780470129463

Balanced scorecard 
by M Bourne, Hodder Education,
2007, xvi, 208pp
ISBN: 9780340946497

Alignment: using the balanced
scorecard to create corporate synergies
by R S Kaplan, Harvard Business
School Press, 2006, x, 302pp
ISBN: 1591396905

Balanced scorecard step-by-step:
maximizing performance and
maintaining results
by P R Niven, Wiley, 2006, xvii,
318pp
ISBN: 9780471780496 and
0471780499

How to develop and make effective use
of a balanced scorecard
by British Quality Foundation, 2005,
25pp
ISBN: 1899358609 

Implementing the IT balanced
scorecard: aligning IT with corporate
strategy
by J Keyes, Auerbach Publications,
2005, xxii, 500pp
ISBN: 0849326214

A practitioner’s guide to the balanced
scorecard: a practitioner’s report based
on ‘Shareholder and stakeholder
approaches to strategic performance
measurement using the balanced
scorecard’
by A MacKay, CIMA, 2005, 63pp
ISBN: 1859715702
Available in full at www.cimaglobal.
com/Documents/ImportedDocument
s/tech_resrep_a_practitioners_guide_t
o_the_balanced_scorecard_2005.pdf

Seminal works: The balanced scorecard
– translating strategy into action
by R S Kaplan and D P Norton,
Harvard Business School Press, 1996,
xi, 322pp
ISBN: 9780875846514

Articles
‘Strategic management’
by A Macnab, Financial Management,
July/August 2010, pp.31-33

‘Why do so many implementations
fail?’ 
by K Bounds, Finance & Management,
No.182, November 2010, pp.6-9

‘Can a balanced scorecard help in a
recession?’ 
by J Scopes, Finance & Management,
No.171, November 2009, pp.14-15

‘The balanced scorecard – measures
that drive performance’ 
by R S Kaplan, Harvard Business
Review, Vol.70, No.1,
January/February 1992, pp.71-79

Further information and resources on
performance management are
available via the Library &
Information Service’s website
icaew.com/library

ICAEW members can obtain all of
these publications from the Library &
Information Service. Books can be
posted out free of charge. Journal
articles can be supplied for a small
fee. Contact the Library on +44 (0)20
7920 8620 or library@icaew.com

The following resources are available to ICAEW members from the Library and Information
Service at icaew.com/library
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SPECIAL REPORTS

PREVIOUS SPECIAL REPORTS
The faculty special reports summarised here were published over the past 15 months and, along
with many others, are available to members at icaew.com/specialreports. They comprise a range
of in-depth reports on a single topic, sometimes by a single author, sometimes by a range of
experts. They are a vital source of expertise on a variety of subjects. 

DEVELOPING A VISION FOR YOUR
BUSINESS
This report, by a range of authors, including
academics and consultants, aims to offer
practical advice on developing a vision for
your business, dealing with how to define a
vision, the role of the FD and how to tell a
vision story. You will also find suggestions on

how to run workshops with employees to
develop a vision that successfully
encapsulates the ethos of your business. A
key message is that vision statements are
critical, and need time spent on them if they
are to be really effective.

Strategic planning September 2010 (SR30)

IFRSs – A BRIEFING FOR CEOs
As a chartered accountant in business you
need to keep up to date with the standards
that apply to financial reporting. You also
need to have a thorough understanding of
their business implications. This special report
provides exactly that, in a practical and
accessible format. These concise and easy to

use briefing notes, produced by the
International Accounting Standards
Committee Foundation, provide summaries of
all the consolidated versions of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) issued at
1 January 2009, in non-technical language.

Financial management June 2010 (SR29)

  FINANCE TRANSFORMATION – 
THE OUTSOURCING PERSPECTIVE
This report offers a full overview of finance
and accounting outsourcing solutions in line
with the most recent trends in pricing,
location and the level of outsourcing that
businesses currently benefit from. 
A comprehensive guide to all matters

surrounding outsourcing, this special report
provides clear guidance on the subtleties and
the practicalities faced by a business planning
to engage in any level of finance and
accounting outsourcing.

Outsourcing December 2010 (SR31)

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR
ACCOUNTANTS IN BUSINESS
Technical excellence and practical
experience can only take you so far as a
chartered accountant in business. Once
these are established, we become
managers, then directors and leaders. This
special report pulls together a selection of

our best articles showing how to develop
the ‘softer’ skills necessary in such roles. It
covers the areas of leadership, networking,
planning, saying ‘no’, delegating and
negotiating to provide a practical guide to
improving yourself and, as a result, your
career.

Personal development March 2011 (SR32)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
There are myriad roles that you may
perform in a project, such as sponsor,
champion, steering group member, project
lead, project member or project accountant.
This report is an overview of the key aspects
of project management and should provide
a great starting point for any professional

accountant about to perform any of these
functions. Although it specifically addresses
formal projects, much of the information
may also be useful in informing other, less
formal, assignments. The report also
contains details of recent developments,
current issues and suggestions for further
reading.

Project management June 2011 (SR33)
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